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Motivation: A problem with the 
Standard Model

• Hierarchy problem: Why is Higgs mass 125GeV, not Planck 
mass or zero? 

• We motivate how one particular theory which can answer this. 

• Say we have a theory involving a scalar with self-coupling λH 
and Yukawa coupling λf.
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Motivation: A problem with the 
Standard Model

• Let us drop the pretence and refer to this scalar as “Higgs”! 

• The above diagrams give contribution to Higgs potential [1]:

�f �f |�H |2

�V
Higgs

⇠ (|�H |2 � |�f |2)H2⇤2
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SUSY to the Rescue?

• Fixes λH = λf, cancelling this quadratic divergence 

• But must introduce fermionic D.O.F for each boson and vice-
versa

�V
Higgs

⇠ (|�H |2 � |�f |2)H2⇤2
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The MSSM as a Solution 

• MSSM = Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model. 

• Gives solution to hierarchy problem but at low energies 
appears similar to SM. 

• Problem solved?…
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• NO!



Problems with the MSSM: 

• µ-problem [1,2]: 

• Why should µ be anything but either zero or Planck mass? 

• Only reason to have µ at electroweak scale (100GeV-1TeV) is 
to give correct phenomenology 

• Hardly “natural”!
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WMSSM = Yukawa couplings (q, l+, l� masses)

+ µHuHd + ...



Introducing the NMSSM: 

• New superpotential with gauge-singlet field Ŝ [2]: 

• Now have no dimensionful parameter to set by hand. 

• Generate effective µ-term by symmetry breaking when Ŝ has 
non-zero VEV:
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WNMSSM = Yukawa couplings (q, l+, l� masses)

+ � ˆS ˆHu
ˆHd +

1

3

 ˆS3
+ ...

�SHuHd ! �hSiHuHd = µeffHuHd

 µeff = �hSi



Introducing the NMSSM: 
• New superpotential with gauge-singlet field Ŝ [2]: 

• Aside: Without the κ term we pick up an extra U(1)’ Symmetry  

• Peccei-Quinn Symmetry. 

• —> Axions, Strong CP Problem, etc 

• κ breaks this symmetry, giving correct phenomenology. 

• S gives us singlet Higgs.
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So we want to search for this… 
• Large MET searches have ruled out many areas of parameter 

space. 

• How about scenario for Lightest Supersymmetric Particle (LSP) 
production with low MET. 

• Idea: What if LSP is Singlino — SUSY counterpart of singlet Higgs? 

• Consider NLSP —> LSP + X decay, where X decays into Standard 
Model particles. 

• If MX ≈ MNLSP then LSP will carry little momentum, giving small MET 
signal [3].
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Higgs and b-jets 

• More specifically, we are interested in the case where X is 
some Higgs in the NMSSM:
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NLSP ! Higgs + LSP

Higgs ! bb̄ (jets)

• Looking at p p --> squares, gluinos in initial state.



Simulation Tools 

• Generate mass spectrum from Lagrangian parameters using 
NMSSMTools. 

• Compute diagrams and matrix elements using MADGraph. 

• Decay/shower particles using Pythia to give Monte Carlo 
data. 

• Simulate the detector measurements using Delphes (fast) or 
Geant4 (more accurate but slow).
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Simulation 
• Benchmark points: (From Arxiv:1412.6394)
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parameter card input for Pythia.

After generating events and allowing Pythia to perform
jet matching we obtain the following cross-sections for
the signal processes in [4], noting the sparticle masses in
these benchmark points:

Mq̃ [GeV] Mg̃ [GeV] Mt̃ or Mb̃ [GeV] � [pb]
P1 1000 1010 decoupled ⇠ 1.362
P2 1400 1410 decoupled ⇠ 0.1377
P3 1100 900 decoupled ⇠ 2.312
P4 1500 1300 decoupled ⇠ 0.2018
P5 1400 1410 Mt̃ = 750 ⇠ 0.1378
P6 1100 1110 Mb̃ = 750 ⇠ 0.737
P7 1500 1300 Mt̃ = 750 ⇠ 0.202
P8 1400 1200 Mb̃ = 750 ⇠ 0.3577

B. Detector-Level Simulation and Analysis

Following the decays we wish to obtain an output
resembling the form we might expect to see from a real
life detector. Software such as Geant4 would be capable
of modelling the CMS detector down to an individual
copper wire, however this simulation would be extremely
resource-hungry. Thus we use DELPHES which takes a
less meticulous but much quicker approach by modelling
the detector sensitivity for various particles, jets and
momentum ranges.

This gives us a final .root file which we may analyse
using CERN’s ROOT analysis software. Given this data
we then use ROOTCuts [5], original C++ code which
utilises ROOT and DELPHES libraries to perform
user-specified cuts on the data in order to isolate regions
of interest in the signal. Thus we may find signal regions
distinct from the data from Standard Model background
processes.

The cuts performed on the signal and background sim-
ulation data are described as follows:

• First we require four hard jets with transverse mo-
mentum greater than 400, 300, 200, 100GeV re-
spectively.

• We also require four b-tags, although possible draw-
backs with this approach will be discussed.

• Each b-tagged jet must also have PT > 40GeV.

• We only allow events with MET > 30GeV in or-
der to reduce background contamination from jet
mismeasurement.

• To focus on the region around the 125GeV Higgs
mass we ask for M invariant

bb 2 [60, 160]GeV, although
of course this will be di↵erent when seeking a light
scalar Higgs.

The four hard jets requirement helps to cut out a
vast amount of the background processes which do not
contain as many hard jets whilst allowing most of the
signal to pass. This is due to a characteristic of SUSY
cascades, which is that a number of hard jets stem from
each decay step, for example q̃ ! g̃ + q.

These cuts are similar to those applied in [4], adjusted
to suit a bbbb final state rather than a bb⌧⌧ final state.
However, we now have at least four b-jets within which
to find two bb̄ pairs in order to calculate the invariant
mass.

Two possible approaches here both involve comparing
the possible pairings by looping over the b-tagged jets
for events which pass the other cuts. The first method
then compared the �R between each jet in each pair to
find the smallest average �R between the two pairs. We
define �R as follows,

�R =
p
(�⌘)2 + (��)2 (6)

where ⌘ is the pseudorapidity and � the angle in the
transverse plane of the detector.

The other method, which is used in the analysis in the
following sections, is to find the two b-jet pairs whose
invariant masses are closest to each other, since we are
seeking the case where one bb̄ pair originated from each
Higgs.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section we present results for simulations of
SUSY cascades ending in a bbbb + 2LSP (invisible) final
state. In particular the results using the same mass
spectrum as Benchmark Point 4 in [4] are examined,
using the author’s analysis and cuts.

In this benchmark, shown in the table, we see that
gluinos are in fact lighter than squarks. Here we have
that left-handed squarks decay 100% into their cor-
responding quark and a gluino, whereas right-handed
squarks decay only 70% into their corresponding quark
and a gluino. This leaves a branching ratio of 30% for a
right-handed squark to decay straight into a quark and
a bino-like NLSP. Thus we have

BR(q̃L ! qg̃) = 100%

BR(q̃R ! qg̃) = 70%

BR(q̃R ! q�0
2) = 30%

A possible decay cascade is shown in the diagram below:



Simulation 

• We focus on P4 in this Benchmark Point.
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Here, as before, h represents the Standard Model
Higgs with mass 125GeV and �0

1 the LSP, a potential
dark matter candidate.

A. Signal Plots

1. �R Plot

Focusing on Benchmark Point 4 in [4], we see for the
plot of �R we have a sharp peak around 0.3:
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FIG. 2: The �R histogram shows a sharp peak at 0.3.

Given such a low value for �R we expect very highly
boosted Higgs in each side of the cascade. This presents
a problem, since it is inherently di�cult to resolve two
b-jets which heavily overlap with a high success rate.
This is because at this level it becomes very di�cult to
distinguish between two overlapping b-jets and one fat
jet.

However Lucy Upton, a student working with Stefano
Moretti at the University of Southampton, and in regular
collaboration with the author is working on just this
problem, looking at machine learning techniques. Given
that all of the benchmark points in [4] have similarly
boosted Higgs, learning how best to distinguish these
b-jet events will be highly useful.

2. Missing ET Plot
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FIG. 3: Missing ET plot for bbbb final state.

In this plot we see an MET distribution which, whilst
not completely skewed towards zero is much lower than
one would expect from a SUSY MET search. As we will
see when considering background processes, the MET
peak here is as low or lower than some Standard Model
processes which will form the background.

3. bb̄ Invariant Mass

One of the most notable plots for the signal region
here is the invariant mass of the bb̄ pair. Matching
the b-jets such that the two bb̄ pairs selected are those
with the closest Mbb we find the following distribution:
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FIG. 4: Invariant mass of each bb̄ pair.

In this plot we see a distinct peak at Mbb ⇡ 125GeV,
which given we seek bb̄ pairs originating from 125GeV
Higgs is certainly a good sign. In the following section we
shall explore how this signal holds up when considered
alongside background processes.



Early Simulation Results: 
• Benchmark points: Different mass spectra for various scenarios. 

• Simulated p p —> (anti)squark (anti)squark 
and p p —> gluino gluino 
in MadGraph, allowing for extra hard jets in the final state. 

• Use showering software to decay particles (Pythia). 

• Delphes gives us the output made to look like what CMS would 
measure, given this signal. 

• Compared against p p —> … —> b-jets SM background.
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Early Simulation Results: 

• Applied cuts to end result: 

• Require at least 4 hard jets, PT > 400, 300, 200, 100GeV 
respectively. 

• At least 4 b-jets, with PT > 40GeV and MET > 30GeV. 

• b-bbar invariant mass: 60GeV<Mbb<160GeV. 

• This is more a general purpose window to allow for light scalar 
Higgs, but for 125GeV Higgs would be better symmetrical.
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Early Simulation Results: 
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In this plot we see a distinct peak at Mbb ⇡ 125GeV,
which given we seek bb̄ pairs originating from 125GeV
Higgs is certainly a good sign. In the following section we
shall explore how this signal holds up when considered
alongside background processes.

4 Signals for benchmark points

In this section we discuss the properties of the benchmark points, the signals of Higgs bosons
as well as other observables which allow for hints on the underlying sparticle spectrum.

First, the spectra ofMbb after the cuts described in Section 3 are summarised in Fig. 3 for
the points P1 – P4. The cross sections in the signal region for these points are ∼ 3.1 fb (P1),
∼ 0.35 fb (P2), ∼ 1.3 fb (P3) and ∼ 0.30 fb (P4), i.e. all are well above the background
cross section in the signal region of ∼ 0.06 fb. Comparing the signal cross sections with
the production cross sections in Table 1, we see that the acceptances are about 1-2×10−3,
increasing with increasing squark/gluino masses (i.e. more hard jets). This information is
summarised in Table 2.

Point P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8
σsignal [fb] 3.1 0.35 1.3 0.30 0.45 2.0 0.56 0.46

accept. [×10−3] 1.9 2.1 0.7 1.8 2.7 2.1 3.3 1.4

Table 2: Cross sections in the signal region for the benchmark points P1 – P8, as well as
the corresponding acceptances.

The Mbb spectra are normalised to 100 fb−1 integrated luminosity; since the event num-
bers per bin are small for P2 and P4, several 100 fb−1 integrated luminosity will be required
to see a statistically relevant number of signal events. Then, the signals of a 125 GeV Higgs
boson decaying into bb̄ can be well visible above the background, even for P2 and P4 despite
the large widths of the peak in this channel.

In Fig. 4 we display the spectra of Mbb after the cuts described in Section 3 for the
points P5 – P8. The cross sections in the signal region for these points are ∼ 0.45 fb (P5),
∼ 2.0 fb (P6), ∼ 0.56 fb (P7) and ∼ 0.46 fb (P8), i.e. still above the background cross
section in the signal region (see Table 2). Again, event numbers in the signal regions
are small for P5, P7 and P8; several 100 fb−1 of integrated luminosity are required for a
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Left: Our results for P4 from ArXiv:1412.6394 when seeking bbbb final state. 
Right: taken from same paper where the final state is 2 b-jets and 2 tau jets



Early Simulation Results: 
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Early Simulation Results: A Problem 

• Asking for 4 b-tags immediately loses ~75% of our data. 

• Worse: Heavily-boosted Higgs means small Delta-R. 

• This means we have overlapping b-jets, which are difficult to 
distinguish from fat b-jets. 

• Lucy Upton (PhD student at Southampton) working on this from a 
machine-learning point of view, working closely with her on this. 

• One option is to look at slim jets, but limited by CMS resolution. 

• Another to construct fatter jets (R=0.8) and do jet substructure.
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Background Processes: 
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• We consider an array of possible background 
processes with cross-sections as follows: 
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VI. BACKGROUND PROCESSES

In order to examine how our signal data compares
to Standard Model background processes we must first
consider which processes could pass the cuts we apply
on the data. After consideration the following processes
were considered, with emphasis on processes which may
produce upwards of four hard jets:

Process � [pb]
pp !bb̄ ⇠ 4.9 · 108

pp !tt̄ ⇠ 522.9
pp !bb̄bb̄ ⇠ 1.511 · 105

pp !tt̄tt̄ ⇠ 0.0103
pp !tt̄ + h ⇠ 1.039
pp !bb̄ + h ⇠ 7.756
pp !tt̄ + Z ⇠ 0.6584
pp !bb̄ + Z ⇠ 3725

Here it is noticeable that whilst three of the four
largest contributors to the background data will be
bb̄bb̄, bb̄Z and tt̄ production, the runaway winner is
clearly bb̄ production. However, due to the nature of
the cuts we apply, especially the requirement of four
hard jets, we reduce many of these processes significantly.

For example, generating 5 · 105 events for pp ! bb̄
and applying the cuts in the previous section amazingly
yields zero events passing the cuts. The main reason for
this is that the b-jets mainly decay leptonically, which
gives us an MET signal from neutrinos but does not give
enough hard jets.

Additionally we find the same for bb̄Z, tt̄ and bb̄bb̄,
although the latter process could only be simulated in
MadGraph without extra hard jets due to its complexity.
All other processes except for tt̄tt̄ were considered with
up to two extra hard jets.

Having whittled down these simulations we find the
only processes which pass the cuts are in fact tt̄Z, bb̄h,
tt̄h and tt̄tt̄. Given the cross-section for tt̄tt̄ is so low,
and that we find we only keep around 0.5% of the events
after the cuts are applied, we neglect this process.

Although these processes do give us some events after
the cuts are applied, we do not have a large amount of
statistics. Below we explore the �R and MET plots
for tt̄Z and look at the invariant bb̄ mass for these
backgrounds compared to the signal, with the plots
weighted by the signal/background ratio and the relative
number of events generated.
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Here it is di�cult to see any real distribution due to
the extremely low statistics – only 17 events pass the
cuts for this process.
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FIG. 6: �R distribution for tt̄Z.

Here we see a very vague peak around the same value
as that for our signal, however we have far fewer events
after applying the cuts, the event acceptance level some
2-3 orders of magnitude lower than for the signal.

Finally, we take a look at the Mbb plot, which has
been overlaid with that for the signal, with weighting
performed. Of course, the weighting must only be used to
scale histograms down so as not to inflate poor statistics.
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Here we see a very vague peak around the same value
as that for our signal, however we have far fewer events
after applying the cuts, the event acceptance level some
2-3 orders of magnitude lower than for the signal.

Finally, we take a look at the Mbb plot, which has
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scale histograms down so as not to inflate poor statistics.
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Here we see a very vague peak around the same value
as that for our signal, however we have far fewer events
after applying the cuts, the event acceptance level some
2-3 orders of magnitude lower than for the signal.

Finally, we take a look at the Mbb plot, which has
been overlaid with that for the signal, with weighting
performed. Of course, the weighting must only be used to
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FIG. 7: Mbb distribution for our signal vs. tt̄Z.

We see here that the signal completely swamps the
background, with the same situation arising for tt̄h:
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FIG. 8: Mbb distribution for our signal vs. tt̄h.

and for bb̄h:
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FIG. 9: Mbb distribution for our signal vs. bb̄h.

Ordinarily such a dramatic reduction in background
would be cause for celebration, however some of these
reductions seem rather too good to be true. The
approximate mistag rate at CMS is around 1% per jet,
meaning that per non-b-jet there is a 1% chance of it
being tagged as a b. As such we would expect more

events from processes such as tt̄ production and bb
production when considering extra hard jets.

These, along with bb̄bb̄ with more hard jets could
give a more realistic background, however this is rather
pushing the limits of MadGraph’s computational power.
Processes may be split to allow for distributed processing
however this introduces the issue of keeping track of the
interference between processes. As such this is a work in
progress and will be explored further in the near future.

A. 3 b-tags

It could turn out to be the case that asking for four
b-tags loses us too much of our signal, given that for
a b-tag e�ciency of 70% we immediately lose 75% of
our signal asking for four tags even before we take into
account the extremely boosted regime we are in. As
such we may choose to switch to requiring three tags.

If we perform the same cuts on the signal and
tt̄h background processes but asking for only three
b-tags, we obtain the following Mbb distribution:
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FIG. 10: Mbb distribution for our signal vs. tt̄h, only
requiring 3 b-tags.

Here we see a slight increase in the background statis-
tics. However, whilst we find an increase of approxi-
mately a factor of 5 in the background events passing
the cuts, the signal yield in fact increases by almost a
factor of 10. However again, processes such as bb̄ plus
extra hard jets will become even more of a factor in this
scenario, so restricting ourselves to four b-tags will always
help reduce background.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

In the LHC we want to search for MET signals
accompanied by b-jets stemming from X decays where,
as before, X is some Higgs in the NMSSM.



Conclusions and Future Outlook: 
• Want to study this with official CMS samples, especially for background! 

• Want to think about trigger — HT Trigger (sum of jets’ PT)? 

• Our cuts ask for total PT > 1000GeV 

• Low MET signals not easy to trigger on. ɑT search might not be ideal. 

• If we can’t trigger, will need to look for other telltale signs. 

• Strategy will evolve as we better understand parameter scans and 
phenomenology. 
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BACKUP 



Experimental Measurements: 
• Want to search for MET with b-jets stemming from X decays. 

• To distinguish between events with real MET and those with 
spurious MET from jet mismeasurements etc, we use the 
robust kinematic variable αT [4,5]. 

• We define (for the dijet case): 
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Experimental Measurements: 

• If we have more than 2 jets, we can combine jets into pseudo-
jets until we are left with 2 pseudo-jets [5]. 

• In the case where we have a light Higgs (lighter than SM 
Higgs) we could see a good MET signal.
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Experimental Searches: 

• Of course, in the low-MET scenario discussed before, the 
CMS detector might not be sensitive enough to detect! 

• We need to examine carefully to find some telltale signs of 
these decays with little MET — ongoing thought processes! 

• Strategy will evolve as we better understand the 
phenomenology and parameter scans. 
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Asking for only 3 b-tags: 
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• Background cross-section post-cuts for most 
processes increases by factor ~5 or so. 

• Signal cross-section post-cuts up by factor ~10. 

• The 4 hard jets requirement kills most of the 
background anyway, not just the 4 b-jets 
requirement. 



Asking for only 3 b-tags: 
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Ordinarily such a dramatic reduction in background
would be cause for celebration, however some of these
reductions seem rather too good to be true. The
approximate mistag rate at CMS is around 1% per jet,
meaning that per non-b-jet there is a 1% chance of it
being tagged as a b. As such we would expect more
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b-tags loses us too much of our signal, given that for
a b-tag e�ciency of 70% we immediately lose 75% of
our signal asking for four tags even before we take into
account the extremely boosted regime we are in. As
such we may choose to switch to requiring three tags.

If we perform the same cuts on the signal and
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b-tags, we obtain the following Mbb distribution:
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Here we see a slight increase in the background statis-
tics. However, whilst we find an increase of approxi-
mately a factor of 5 in the background events passing
the cuts, the signal yield in fact increases by almost a
factor of 10. However again, processes such as bb̄ plus
extra hard jets will become even more of a factor in this
scenario, so restricting ourselves to four b-tags will always
help reduce background.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

In the LHC we want to search for MET signals
accompanied by b-jets stemming from X decays where,
as before, X is some Higgs in the NMSSM.


